EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Officers for 2022

Chair: Côte d'Ivoire
First Vice-Chair: Saudi Arabia
Second Vice-Chair: Mauritius

Members

2. Argentina (2025) 20. Mauritius (2023)
4. Bahrain (2025) 22. Mozambique (2025)
5. Brazil (2025) 23. Paraguay (2023)
7. China (2023) 25. Republic of Korea (2023)
9. Croatia (2025) 27. Saudi Arabia (2023)
10. Dominican Republic (2025) 28. Senegal (2023)
11. France (2023) 29. South Africa (2025)
12. Georgia (2025) 30. Spain (Permanent Member)
15. India (2025) 33. Turkey (2023)
16. Iran (Islamic Republic of) (2025) 34. United Arab Emirates (2025)
17. Italy (2023) 35. Zambia (2025)
18. Japan (2023)

Representative of the Associate Members

Puerto Rico (2023)¹

Representative of the Affiliate Members

Chairman of the Affiliate Members Board (2025)
Asociación Empresarial Hotelera de Madrid (AEHM), Spain

Note: Year in which term of office expires shown in brackets

¹According to resolution A/RES/EXT-1/5, the General Assembly decided to suspend the membership of the Russian Federation in accordance with Article 34 of the Statutes from exercising the rights and enjoying the privileges of membership, including the right to participate in the UNWTO meetings. The Russian Federation requested to withdraw from the Organization through a Note Verbale sent to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, European Union and Cooperation of Spain, Depositary of the Statutes of the Organization, on 26 April 2022.

¹ Shared mandate with Flanders (2023-2025)